Lincoln sa 200 parts diagram

Complete low idle kit explanation installation. Understanding and troubleshooting the sa dc
generator. Lincoln sa wiring diagram. In order to ensure you have the correct operators manual
for your machine you must use a code number search. Bw parts views. The complete wiring of a
lincoln arc welder bw parts. Lincoln sa arc welder duration. Lincoln sa with r 57 idler. Shield arc
sa f continental created date. Exciter coils bullet nose. By studying the wiring diagram below
you can see that there are two halves of the exciter circuit designated by the red line with
arrows on each end. Lincoln sa wiring bills welder repair lincoln sa with automatic idle and 1
wire alternator ff engine parts welder parts warehouse welding is made more efficient with. The
lincoln electric company subject. Internal diagram of generator housing. Lincoln sa wiring
diagrams lincoln sa wiring main for mig welder wiring diagram by admin from the thousands of
photographs online regarding mig welder wiring diagram we picks the very best choices using
best resolution exclusively for you and now this photographs is actually considered one of
photographs libraries in your greatest graphics gallery regarding mig welder wiring diagram.
Lincoln sa with automatic idle and 1 wire alternator. Lincoln sa auto idle with 1 wire alternator.
Here you can join over welding professionals enthusiasts from around the world discussing all
things related to welding. If you want to understand your lincoln sa welding machine you need a
basic understanding of the dc generator. If you want to show gallery about lincoln sa wiring
diagram you can visit from the front note need wiring diagram for lincoln sa f weldingweb.
Lincoln Starters. Pin on exciter dia. Nice lincoln sa pipeline arc welder sa Troubleshooting
Classics. SA code wiring questions. Other items: - BW Parts. Posting Komentar. Understanding
and Troubleshooting the Lincoln SA DC Product names and code numbers can be found on the
name plate of welders and wirefeeders. Bagikan Artikel ini. Langganan: Posting Komentar
Atom. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah Artikel.
About Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer. Information on this page may be inaccurate,
especially regarding price and availability. Obsolete prices on a page that shows this header will
not be honored. For accurate and current information, be sure to visit our current website. The
origins of this welder go back to The uniqueness of this welder is found in the original Lincoln
"series-parallel" field winding design , the arc characterizes of this design have yet to be
equaled! In too many cases your distributor will not have the part you need, or if it is in stock,
the price is a killer. Like your local auto supply, we here at Weldmart-Online, have many
aftermarket parts for your Lincoln and many other brands welding machine. Where we differ is
that we repair welding machines and their printed circuit boards when possible. We have
partnerships with companies that specialize in repairing engines, armatures, coils, and
wirefeeder motors! This page will take you to our individual parts pages with pictures and
descriptions of the most common replacement parts for the Lincoln SA Pipeliner. This is a big
file, it make take up to One Minute to load-but worth it! Weldmart-Online is in no way affiliated
with the Lincoln Electric Company. References to the named torches, machines, and part
numbers are for the convenience of our customers only. This web page is copyrighted by
Weldmart-Online and reproduction In any form is prohibited by law. Click to Play. Professional
welders have used these machines for field welding since before World War 2, we have
customers who are today, profitably using SAmachines that were manufactured in the 's! Even
though the Continental F-series engines were designed in the 's, the latest technology available
will allow us to upgrade and maintain these machine for the foreseeable future! Our SA
upgrades assure that your SA will remain productive for the rest of your life. Read our
comments on why you should keep your SA Rebuilt Continental Engines F ,F Login or Sign Up.
Logging in Remember me. Log in. Forgot password or user name? What is the difference
between a F and a F? Posts Latest Activity Photos. Page of 1. Filtered by:. Previous template
Next. Bob Miller. I found a SA with a F ok so the difference is 1 but how different is that one? Is
that cid? Minor bore or stroke change, or all new block change. Is the junk compared to the ?
Thank you in advance for your help. Tags: None. Both are cu. Typical way to tell them apart
from a distance is the has a screw on oil fill cap and the has the slightly larger twist on tab style.
Comment Post Cancel. Thanks, duaneb55, I'll write that down for furture use. Thanks again, Bob
Miller. F Also, the F has thrust washers built into the center main bearing which eliminates the
need for tedious setting of end play with spacers on the F One engine can be swapped for the
other. The 66 would have a front assembly of three pieces whereas the 68 would have a one
piece front panel. You can easily swap one for the other. One piece panel Thanks, weldersales,
What year did the one piece panel come out? Sa as I recall. I think the pre 67's had the gas tank
rails welded to front panel so if you change to one piece front you have to weld bracket to each
rail to bolt to front panel. Thanks weldersales, Thanks for the information. I'm never to old to
learn, but getting close. Most run at rpm, high idle. Sa Some of the older SA's with 's ran at , the
later ones at as I recall. When the 's appeared, still The SA's with small frame and large frame
like the SA diesels with three cylinder Perkins tractor engines all ran , same as the Miller Big

40's and Big 20's. All rights reserved. Yes No. OK Cancel. Powered by mwForum 2. Not logged
in American Welding Society Forum. By argoncowboy Date I have a 56 SA in the shop right
now. I am looking for a way to get AC power from it. I have heard of guys bolting a pullied
generator onto the motor to get AC power. Do any of ya'll know where I can locate on, or do ya'll
have any other suggestions. By nevadanick Date You can put a larger or additional alternator
and battery, and use a 3 or watt inverter. Its good enough for most v power tools. By weldwade
Date The inverter is the cheapest way to go. I agree with Nick and I do have a 75amp I think
alternator on mine and a W inverter. Works great for an el chepo inverter I picked up at
Wal-Mart. What kind of work are you doing? How much aux power are you needing? I'm building
compressor pads, so the bulk of my AC power would go to grinders then a fan in the summer
and a heater in the winter. The heater would be the big user. I have a little W heater that I use
and it's like a fart in the wind but better than nothing I guess. I would say to get at least W. One
thing to look for when buying one is the continuous output rating. If I remember correctly there
is a thread on this subject in the SA forum. By argoncowboy Date Edited I picked up a watt
inverter a while back that I have on my truck, It works very good. I was wondering if there was a
bolt on generator that I could retro fit onto my machine, in case I have to put it on a sled. An AC
generator is going to be fairly large and expensive. Your engine may not be able to handle the
extra load it would require. You can mount an inverter inside your machine to allow you to run it
on a sled. The inverter is by far the cheapest way to go. Personally I have never seen an
auxillary generator on a SA machine, anything is possible though. Hydraulic drive would be
possible and use the least amount of the engines capacity. Thanks Wade, I didnt know which
way would be the most economical. I also didnt realize the auxiliary power generator would be
so bulky. Thank you again for your input. By DaveBoyer Date Not trying to start an argument,
but a hydraulic driven generator would be the least efficient of all. Generators will require 2 HP
on the shaft per KW of output. The problem is building a drive that can handle the torque and
give the proper shaft speed. This means You will need large diameter pulleys on the engine, as
it is only turning RPM. An inverter supplying watts [15 amps V] will draw amps at 12 volts. While
the battery will provide enough power for short perids of grinding, continuous use of a
powerfull appliance will soon drain the battery. To get full output, You will need to drive it with a
greatly oversize pulley on the engine. For heat aplications, consider heat lamps, or a coil heater
that has no fan, as they can run from the DC Aux. By KSellon Date I like the Marine grade one at
Bass Pro better, but wally worlds isnt too bad. I will check them out the next time I go to the big
city. K'mon kids were heading to Bass Pro Margaritas make the tops drop;. Ok I'm writing it in
my little black book By chris Date Down in the islands We called those "Hurricane Blenders" as
You can keep the hurricane party going after the power goes off. Good for islands with no
power too. By joe pirie Date By Cumminsguy71 Date Talking about alternators those guys
running all the big booming stereo's in their junk have some mega output alternators on them. If
You want a good amp alternator, get a Leece Neville amp truck alternator. It is BIG and will make
the power and hold up, not some sooped up amp car alternator. These are not cheap either, but
You might be able to get a remanufactured one. By Cumminsguy71 Date Edited Another guy
and I were talking and wondering why we could not hook our Sa's to our truck batteries? Just
run a simple positive wire and use those. By FixaLinc Date Actually you can do that. When
adding extra batteries though for inverters to run appliances and power tools on though it's a
good idea to use a battery isolator for the extra battery. The battery isolator lets you use one
high amp alternator to charge all your batteries. If the one battery on the inverter or other high
amp pulling accessories pulls down you still have the other battery charged that only runs your
starter, lights, and vehicle ignition and accessories without pulling down both batteries that
way. Ambulances, fire trucks, over the road trucks have been using battery isolators to do that
for years now it's nothing new and does work well. Get a isolator that is rated a bit more than
your alternator amps and the load you want to run on it. An emergency vehicle with all those
high amp flashing lights, cordless chargers, inverter, and other high amp drawing accesories
won't work on one battery and a pissy ant 50 amp alternator. Keep in mind that diode type
isolators like shown in the link reduce the charging voltage by. This doesn't sound like a big
deal, but it does matter. To get around this problem You need to move the voltage regulators
"sense" lead to the output side of the isolator, so it can read the true charging voltage and
regulate accordingly. That's why you need to match the correct isolator to your alternator. Cole
Hersee has had at least 3 isolators for a while now to use with the Delcotron CS alternators that
have a 4th terminal on them that you connect terminal that is switched by the ignition switch. I
have my truck batteries as well as my SA batteries wired into my watt inverter. It works very
well. I like the fact that if I need power for a small task I dont have to cranck my machine to get it
done. I've also noticed that my machine does not drag when cranking for the first time on a cold
morning. I assume this is do to the truck keeping a full charge on the machine. The way You

have them hooked together You are cranking the welder [and the truck] from all the batteries.
Yes sir all three batteries are tied together. The only problem that I've ran into is when I use my
inverter for an extended period of time without cranking my truck or machine. It then drained all
three batteries. From what I'm reading about the isolator mentioned would remedy that. The
isolator alows charging batteries while keeping them seperated electricly from each other for
discharge. It won't keep from draining all the batteries if You still have them all conected to the
inverter. You really need a lot of battery power to run the inverter for any length of time with a
larger load. I used 6 golf cart batteries on My boat with an watt inverter. That takes about watt
hours of electricity. By 63 Max Date I've had my SA hook to my truck battieres for years. It
works great and I never have to worry about it starting in cold weather. I dont even have a
battery in my welder. It could also serve as a backup just to get a job done incase my sa took a
crap. Blue boxes?? Forum AWS. All Rights Reserved. Read and understand the following safety
highlights. Clair Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio Return to Master TOC. To avoid scalding, do not
remove the radiator pressure cap when the engine is powered equipment. Turn the engine off
before troubleshooting and maintenance work unless the maintenance work requires it to be
running. Operate engines in open, well-ventilated areas or vent the engine exhaust fumes
outdoors. Do not add the fuel near an open flame weld- may be dangerous ing arc or when the
engine is running. Stop the engine and allow it to cool before refuel- 2. Electric current flowing
through any conductor causes ing to prevent spilled fuel from vaporizing on localized Electric
and Magnetic Fields EMF. Welding contact with hot engine parts and igniting. If fuel is spilled,
welding machines wipe it up and do not start engine until fumes have been eliminated. Keep all
equipment safety guards, covers and devices in posi- before welding. Keep hands, hair,
clothing and tools away from V-belts, gears, fans and all other moving parts 2. Exposure to EMF
fields in welding may have other health when starting, operating or repairing equipment. All
welders should use the following procedures in order to 1. In some cases it may be necessary
to remove safety minimize exposure to EMF fields from the welding circuit: guards to perform
required maintenance. Remove guards only when necessary and replace them when the
maintenance requiring their removal is complete. Route the electrode and work cables together
- Secure Always use the greatest care when working near moving them with tape when
possible. Never coil the electrode lead around your body. Do not put your hands near the
engine fan. Do not place your body between the electrode and Do not attempt to override the
governor or work cables. If the electrode cable is on your right side, the work cable should also
be on your right side. Connect the work cable to the workpiece as close as possible to the area
being welded. To prevent accidentally starting gasoline engines while 2. Do not work next to
welding power source. The electrode and work or ground circuits 4. Wear dry, hole-free open
arc welding. Headshield and filter lens gloves to insulate hands. I standards. Insulate yourself
from work and ground using dry insulation. Use suitable clothing made from durable
flame-resistant Make certain the insulation is large enough to cover your full material to protect
your skin and that of your helpers from area of physical contact with work and ground. In
addition to the normal safety precautions, if welding 4. When welding, keep your head out of the
fume. Use enough 3. Always be sure the work cable makes a good electrical instructions on
container or MSDS or on lead or connection with the metal being welded. The connection
cadmium plated steel and other metals or coatings should be as close as possible to the area
being welded. In confined spaces or in some circumstances, outdoors, a respirator may be
required. Additional pre- 3. Maintain the electrode holder, work clamp, welding cable and
cautions are also required when welding on galvanized welding machine in good, safe operating
condition. Replace steel. The operation of welding fume control equipment is affected by
various factors including proper use and positioning of the 3. Never dip the electrode in water
for cooling. Worker expo- 3. Do not weld in locations near chlorinated hydrocarbon vapors 3.
When working above floor level, use a safety belt to protect coming from degreasing, cleaning
or spraying operations. The heat and rays of the arc can react with solvent vapors to form
phosgene, a highly toxic gas, and other irritating prod- 3. Also see Items 6. If using the welder
as a power source for mechanized weld- 5. Shielding gases used for arc welding can displace
air and ing, the above precautions also apply for the automatic elec- cause injury or death.
Always use enough ventilation, trode, electrode reel, welding head, nozzle or semiautomatic
especially in confined areas, to insure breathing air is safe. MSDS forms are available from your
welding distributor or from the manufacturer. Also see item 1. Remove fire hazards from the
welding area. If this is not possi- 7. Remember that welding sparks and hot materials from
regulators designed for the gas and pressure used. All hoses, welding can easily go through
small cracks and openings to fittings, etc. Avoid welding near hydraulic lines. Have a tained in
good condition. Always keep cylinders in an upright position securely 6. Where compressed
gases are to be used at the job site, chained to an undercarriage or fixed support. Cylinders

should be located: Standard Z Accidental contact can any other source of heat, sparks, or
flame. Never allow the electrode, electrode holder or any other 6. Keep your head and face away
from the cylinder valve outlet inside. They can cause an explosion even though they have when
opening the cylinder valve. Read and follow the instructions on compressed gas 6. Vent hollow
castings or containers before heating, cutting or cylinders, associated equipment, and CGA
publication P-l, welding. They may explode. Sparks and spatter are thrown from the welding arc.
Wear ear plugs when welding out of position or in confined places. Connect the work cable to
the work as close to the welding 8. Turn off input power using the disconnect area as practical.
Work cables connected to the building switch at the fuse box before working on framework or
other locations away from the welding area the equipment. This can 8. Install equipment in
accordance with the U. Ground the equipment in accordance with the U. Do not use a welding
power source for pipe thawing. Assurer une ventilation suffisante dans la zone de soudage.
Teile oder Elektroden mit Ihrem perschutz! Maschine anhalten! Betrieb setzen! Instruction
Manuals. Section A. Theory of Operation. Section E. Troubleshooting and Repair. Section F.
Diagram Section. Section G. Parts Lists. Codes - Codes to Codes Above Engine, Type S Codes March, View Safety Info. Specifications and availability of optional features may have changed.
This manual covers equipment which is obsolete and no longer in production by The Lincoln
Electric Company. Specifications and the availability of optional features may have changed.
Replacement parts for your machine are available through your local Lincoln Field Service
Shop. Please carefully read all of the updated safety cautions and warnings on the following
pages. Thoughtful operation of this machine after reviewing these modern warnings will Return
to Master TOC. View Safety Info. TEL: Arc Welding Safety Precautions. Proper Grounding
During Installation. Installation, Connection, And Maintenance of Battery. Operation of Engine
Welder. Operation of All Welders. Maintenance And Trouble Shooting Warnings. Attention
Owners of Engine Welders. Uncrating The Welder. Preliminary Checks. Control of Welding
Current. Choice of Electrode Size and Current. Power Plug. Idling Device. Carburetor De-Icer.
Recommended Cable Sizes. Commutator and Brushes. General Instructions. Engine
Specifications. Trouble-Shooting Chart. The heat and ray of the arc can react with solvent
vapors to form 2. Shielding gases used for arc welding can dis- a. The electrode and work or
ground circuits are place air and cause injury or death. Wear dry, hole- d. Also see item 9b. Use
a shield with the proper filter and cover tact with work and ground. Always be sure the work
cable makes a good ray of the arc when welding or observing open electrical connection with
the metal being weld- arc welding. Headshield and filter lens should ed. Use suitable clothing
made from durable, flame- d. Ground the work or metal to be welded to a resistant material to
protect your skin and that of good electrical ground. Maintain the electrode holder, work clamp,
weld- c. Return to Section TOC. Remove fire hazards well away from the area. If welders. If using
the welder as a power source for mech- welding sparks from starting a fire. Remember anized
welding, the above precautions also that welding and hot materials from welding can apply for
the automatic electrode, electrode reel, easily go through small cracks and openings to welding
head, nozzle or semiautomatic welding adjacent areas. Have a fire extinguisher readily gun.
When working above floor level, protect yourself b. Where compressed gases are to be used at
the from a fall should you get a shock. Also see Items 6c and 8. Welding may produce fumes
and gases haz- c. When welding, keep your head out Accidental contact can cause overheating
and of the fume. Do not heat, cut or weld tanks, drums or con- away from the breathing zone.
When welding on tainers until the proper steps have been taken to galvanized, lead or cadmium
plated steel and insure that such producers will not cause flam- other metals which produce
toxic fumes, even mable or toxic vapors from substances inside. They can cause an explosion
even though they f. Preparation for Welding and Cutting of g. For electrically Powered
Equipment. Also see items 6c and 9c. Turn off input power using the disconnect switch 6. For
Welding in General. Droplets of molten slag and metal are thrown or ment. Protect yourself with
oil b. Wear ear plugs when weld- c. Always with the National Electrical Code and the manu- wear
safety glasses when in a welding area. Use glasses with side shields when near slag 9. For
Engine Powered Equipment. Turn the engine off before troubleshooting and b. Keep all
equipment safety guards, covers and maintenance work unless the maintenance work devices
in position and in good repair. Keep requires it to be running. Operate the internal combustion
engines in belts, gears, fans and all other moving parts open, well-ventilated areas or vent the
engine when starting, operating or repairing equipment. Be sure the work cable is connected to
the work c. Do not add the fuel near an open flame, welding as close to the welding area as
practical. Work arc or when the engine is running. Stop the cables connected to the building
framework or engine and, if possible, allow it to cool when other locations some distance from
the welding refueling to prevent spilled fuel from vaporizing area increase the possibility of the
welding cur- on contact with hot engine parts and igniting. Do rent passing through lifting

chains, crane cables not spill fuel when filling tank. If fuel is spilled, or other alternate circuits.
In some cases it may be necessary to remove 7. For Gas-Shielded Arc Welding. Use only
compressed gas cylinders containing Remove guards only when necessary and the correct
shielding gas for the process used replace them when the maintenance requiring and properly
operating regulators designed for their removal is complete. Always use the great- the gas and
pressure used. All hoses, fittings, est care when working near moving parts. Do maintained in
good condition. Always keeps cylinders in an upright position pushing on the throttle control
rods while the securely chained to an undercarriage or fixed engine is running. To prevent
accidentally starting gasoline c. Keep your head and face away from the cylinder American
Welding Society, P. Box Miami, valve outlet when opening the cylinder valve. Florida Turn the
engine has been effectively grounded. The National Electrical off before working inside the
machine. Code lists a number of alternate means of grounding cases, it may be necessary to
remove safety electrical equipment. If an older portable welder does guards to perform required
maintenance. Remove not have a grounding stud, connect the ground to an guards only when
necessary and replace them unpainted frame screw or bolt. Always use the greatest care when
working near moving parts. Do not attempt to override the governor or the positive cable to the
new battery last. If a problem cannot be cor- tery from the welder by disconnecting the posirected by following the instructions, take the tive cable first, then the negative cable and batmachine to the nearest Lincoln Field Service Shop. When reinstalling, connect the pos- itive
cable last. Use care so your hands, hair, clothing or tools do not catch in the rotating parts.
Protect a Installing a new battery. Use correct polarity â€” Positive Ground. Whenever routine
maintenance is performed on this S machine â€” or at least yearly â€” inspect all nameplates
and labels for legibility. Replace those which are no longer clear. The use of pinch bars ing
current. Dual Control means that it is possible to or anything which might injure the mechanism
must be get proper welding current through the range of the avoided. Any material which has
been damaged in machine in at least two ways. By this means, the oper- shipment should be
put aside and called to the atten- ator can obtain any arc type as well as any arc intensi- tion of
your Traffic Department, so that proper claim ty. This Dual Control consists of a shunt field
rheostat, which will vary not only the open circuit Upon receipt of the welder, a few preliminary
checks voltage, but also the current, and a four position cur- must be made. By using both
these controls he can vary the bayonet gage with the recommended weight of oil the current
from 60 to amperes at approximately Return to Section TOC Return to Master TOC. Open the
carburetor feed valve on the sediment bowl by turning the handle from In order to demonstrate
the ability of the Dual Control right to left. It is recommended that the perform some simple
experiments. Weld a engine when in transit. It would be wise to run the short bead with this
welder setting and note the arc engine for at least five minutes, then stop and check
characteristics. Now, increase the Voltage control and the oil level before proceeding. Vary the
Voltage control and run short beads, noting the different arc characteristics each time; see If the
engine is running satisfactorily, connect the elec- how wide a range of welding currents can be
covered trode and ground cables to the studs provided on the with this single control. Not only
does this Voltage con- control panel. It is recommended that you consult your Fleetwelding
Manual, Bulletin , for the correct different rod sizes, run beads with the Selective polarity on
which to operate Lincoln rods. Wing nuts Current Control in all four positions. First, set the conare provided to facilitate changing polarity. You checked, tightened if necessary. In order to
have automatic idling, the latching pin must Notice how differently the arc now reacts to
changes in be removed from the engine regulator, and the control arc length. It can thus be
seen that for each size of lever allowed to swing freely. The For details on Idling Device, See IM
method used by the operator is determined by the arc All adjustments other than those are
made at the fac- characteristics desired for a particular job. A volt D. The current a value as
possible, with the Voltage control set at a available is 8. This will furnish 1 kilowatt of high
value, in order to have a high open circuit voltage. However, with vertical or overhead work, a
low open circuit voltage is required. An engine regulator idling device is provided on this welder
in order to conserve fuel and reduce engine With these ideas in mind, the operator will be able
to wear. The only mine which settings are best for the individual operator. The Voltage control
Turn the valve counterclockwise to decrease the should be used for this purpose. Doing so,
short cir- time delay. Unless it is definitely desired to change the cuits, part of the series fields,
affects welding charac- time delay, it is recommended that the factory setting teristics and
results in over heating and arching of the be left alone. Never use a different hole in the link
con- contacts. This is to prevent frosting of sizes and current settings to weld any given
thickness the carburetor under certain temperature and humidity of material. The table given
below lists only one elec- conditions. Remove the molded rubber hose that is trode size and one
current range for each plate thick- hung underneath the gas tank and connect it between ness. It

is felt that the values given are those which will the air filter inlet tube and the heater tube
mounted on make the joint most easily weldable. For a more complete chart of electrodes,
currents and Disconnect this hose for warm weather operation. Amperes 0 to 50 to to to to 50 ft.
The commutator and brushes are inspected by remov- ing the commutator cover. Do not
remove or replace the cover while the welder is running. Blow out the welder and controls with
an air hose at when the outfit arrives. No particular attention is least once every two months â€”
once every week in required to keep the brushes in good condition. As the dirty locations. Use
low air pressure to avoid driving brushes wear out they must be replaced with new dirt into the
insulation. One complete set of brushes should always be 2. Current control contacts are self
lubricating and kept on hand. New brushes must be sanded in before should not be greased. To
keep the contacts clean, they can be used on the machine. This is accom- rotate the current
control through its entire range plished by removing the old brush from the holder, frequently.
Good practice is to turn the handle from placing the new brush in position with a piece of medimaximum to minimum setting twice each morning um sandpaper never use emery cloth placed
under before starting to weld. A second person should hold the brush in its normal position by
a slight pressure of the fingers. The 3. Drain the crankcase oil every 50 hours of operation under
average conditions. Drain and change the oil filter per instructions on in contact with the
commutator. This will wear the brush the filter. It will require 5 quarts of oil to refill the sysdown to the curve of the commutator. When the end of tem when filler is drained. Care should
be exercised to blow all of the car- 5. Do not let link See IM bind the butterfly valve bon dust
away from the commutator. The commutators require practically no attention. They 6. Keep
governor and carburetor toggles and butterfly should be cleaned from time to time with a clean
rag, valve shaft clean and lubricated. Never 7. Inspect air filter oil bath type weekly â€” daily
under use emery cloth or paper for this purpose. DO NOT dusty conditions. Clean and fill with
oil to bead. Put a drop of oil on the Current control shaft at least This welder is equipped with a
double-shield ball bear- once every month. It, however, is well to add one-half Duty Cycle is
based on wide, one inch long and one inch high weighs approx- a 10 minute period; thus, the
welder can be loaded imately one-half ounce. Overgreasing is far worse than at Rated Output,
for 6 minutes out of every 10 insufficient greasing. Horsepower at RPM. At least 75 octane Fuel
Capacity. Counterclockwise from welder end. Commutator should be trued or cleaned. Brushes
may be worn down to limit of life. Replace brushes. Brush springs may be broken. Replace
brush springs. Field circuit may have variable resistance con- Check field current with ammeter
to discover vary- nection or intermittent open-circuit, due to ing current. This applies to both the
main generator loose connection or broken wire. Electrode lead or work lead connection may
Tighten all connections. Engine regulator rheostat shorting switch out Adjust mercury switch
tilt angle so circuit is open of adjustment. Welder starts but fails to Generator or exciter brushes
may be loose or Be sure that all brushes bear on the commutator generate current. Exciter may
not be operating. Check exciter output voltage with voltmeter or lamp. Field circuit of generator
or exciter may be Check for open circuits in rheostat, field leads and open. Exciter may have
lost excitation. Series field and armature circuit may be open- Check circuit with ringer or
voltmeter. Welding arc is loud and Current setting may be too high. Check setting and current
output with ammeter. Polarity may be wrong. Check polarity. Try reversing polarity or try an
elec- trode of the opposite polarity. Engine regulator shorting switch contacts Adjust so
mercury level is well below contact on close intermittently when running at full speed, mercury
tilt switch when engine is at full speed posi- causes increasing surge of current and spat- tion of
engine regulator bellows fully extended. Welding current too great or Exciter output low causing
low output com- Check exciter field circuit. Engine fails to start. Out of fuel. Fill with at least 75
octane gasoline. Clogged fuel system. Check all supply lines to carburetor. Choke not closing
tightly. Loosen choke cable screw and slack off choke wire. Lead attached to stud on outside of
magneto Check for ground and insulate lead. Magneto points are pitted and fused. Dress points
and adjust to 0. Moisture or carbon on spark plugs. Remove plugs, clean and adjust gap to 0.
This manual covers equipment which is obsolete and no longer in production by the Lincoln
Electric Co. Specifications and availability of optional Safety Depends on You features may
have changed. Lincoln arc welding equipment is designed and built with safety in mind.
However, your overall safety can be increased by proper installation. And, most importantly,
think before you act and be careful. A Welding Generator. A Control Panel. A Generator Brush
holders. A Pistons, Crankshaft, Flywheel. A Water Pump. A Fuel System. Electrical System. A
Battery Start. A Marvel Schebler Carburetor Parts. D the welder shown on the preceeding pages
to get part equipment has been properly cared for, and operated. E name and number. From the
nameplate, get the seri- under normal conditions. Engines and engine acces-. D al number, code
number and name and model of weld- sories are warranted free from defects for a period of. E
ing machine. Parts should be ordered from the Lincoln ninety days from date of shipment. C

Electric Co. R defects??? All Authorized Field Shops and. P 1 existence of such defects, than
the seller shall correct branch offices can quote current prices for these. U the defect or defects
at its option, either by repair or replacement parts. S replacement F. W No expense, Liability or
responsibility will be assumed. T by the Seller for repairs made outside of the??? N I ry without
written authority from the Seller. E Service Shops in all industrial centers in the United. R The
Seller shall not be liable for any consequential. E States, Canada, and Hawaii. These shops
stock GEN- damages in case of any failure o meet the conditions. The liability, of the Seller
arising out. A Trained??? They also offer of the supplying of said equipment or electrode or its.
GUARANTEE The Lincoln Electric Company the seller warrants all The foregoing guarantees
and remedies are exclusive new equipment except engines and accessories there- and there are
no other guarantees or warranties either of against defects in workmanship and material for a
expressed or implied. A B C Part No. Lockwasher 2 x x x x x x x x x EA-5 Lockwasher 4 x x x x x
x x x x EA-3 Screw Hex Hd. Lincoln Decal 2 x x x x x x x x x M Note A For Codes , , , , , , , and
Note B For Codes , , , , , , , , , , and Note C For Codes , , , , , , and G Radiator uses S cap. Base
Assemblies M and M do not include foot supports. Codes thru , Part No. M, Note 1. Codes , , and
, Part No. M, Note 2. Codes above all have the Oversize Exciter. Item Description Qty. NOTE C
Pict. B 5 Hex Hd. B, C 26 Screw, Fil. B, C 28 Screw, Hex Hd. C For codes , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
and E Pict. B, C 34 Screw, Ex. C 52 Disc. Welders code number and higher may have had
original armature M replaced by M which has welder coupling hub rather than keyed hub.
Armature Assembly M replaced by M When ordering either armature coils or commutator
determine correct part num- ber by number of commutator bars. For component parts see
pictures A and B. C For codes , , , , , , , , , , , , and D For codes and E For codes , , , , and A D Part
No. Fillister Hd. Insulating Washer 4 x x x x x x x x x x x T Insulating Bushing 2 x x x x x x x x x x
x T Lockwasher 2 x x x x x x x x x x x EA-5 Screw Sq. Lockwasher 4 x x x x x x x x x x x EA-4 Nut
Sq. A For codes , , , and D For codes , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , and Part No. Cap 4 T If early style
brush holder Stud with taper pin is required, replace of Item 1. These lockwashers no longer
used on current production models. Unless specified to the contrary, the same part numbers
apply to all of the various welder code numbers. Note 1 Used on earlier models without identical
oil lines. When replacing T stud, order T Huglock nut. Available sizes are. Not Serviced
Separately Note 1. For service of old bearing with flange â€” order present bearing and FC
Thrust Washer. Note 2. Flywheel does not include studs item 47, page 6. Gear 1 S 27 Pin, O.
Driven 1 S 33 Gear, O. Driven 1 S 34 Stud, O. Shaft 1 S 36 Gasket, O. Cover 1 S 37 Cover
Assembly O. S S S Although specific code numbers identify specific water pumps sent out as
original equipment, due to replacements in the field there is no definite way of identifying a
particular water pump when a code number is furnished. Therefore, in replacing a water pump
for any code, order S water pump and Repair Kit which fits all models and codes. Item
Description Qty Part No. Fuel Tank Assy. Incl: 1 LA Codes thru 1. Fuel Strainer 1 1 Nut 1 Gasket
1 S Governor Assy. Filler Cap 6 1 S Governor Assy. Fitting Straight 1 T Screw, Top Mtg. Gasket,
Cover Plate 1 S 6. Gasket, Governor 1 S 7. Carburetor 2 6 1 S Screw, Hex. Lockwasher 1 EA-4 8.
Gasket 1 S Governor Rod 1 T 9. Stud 1 T Ball Joint 3 2 T Lockwasher 2 EA-3 Nut 4 T Lockwasher
4 EA-4 A. For codes thru Kit part number S includes Choke Control 1 S B. Air Cleaner 1 M air
heater hose and tube, new cleaner shell. Elbow 1 M ing for application of latest S strainer. For
component parts see page Hose, Air Heater Note 5 1 S 3. Heater Tube 1 S 4. Order Governor M
for models with speed control. Clamp, Tube 1 T 6. Codes prior to Screw, Hex Hd. Magneto 5 7 1
L 3. Lockwasher 2 EA Magneto 1 L 4. Starter Spacer 1 S Magneto Gasket 1 S 6. Generator Pulley
1 M Generator Pulley Fan 1 Delco Washer 1 S 8. Lockwasher 1 S Switch Magneto 1 S 9. Nut 1 S
Bracket 3 7 1 S Lead Assembly 1 T Nipple 4 T Ignition Wire 1 Cyl. Stud 2 T Ignition Wire 2 Cyl.
Ignition Wire 3 Cyl. Strap 4 1 S Ignition Wire 4 Cyl. Spark Plug 4 S Lockwasher 1 EA-4 Grommet
3 S Bracket, Wire Support 1 S Lockwasher 1 EA-3 Bracket, Wire Support 2 S Plain Washer 1 T
Lead, Gen. Harness 1 M Switch Assy. AutoLite Generator. Bushing 1 S 2. Battery, Domestic 1 M
3. Many types of magnetos have been used â€” order compo- Export 1 M Battery, Strap 1 S 4.
Ground Lead 1 S 5. Battery Lead 1 SR. Carburetor Part Number S No. Choke 1 27 Valve Assy.
October, View Safety Info. For machines above code request IM Safety Depends on You Lincoln
arc welding equipment is designed and built with safety in mind. And, most importantly, think
before you act and be care- ful. Damage Claims. Preliminary Checks And Operation. Exhaust
Spark Arrester. Control Of Welding Current. Recommender Cable Sizes. Pipe Thawing â€”
Warning. Commutator And Brushes. Maintenance Instructions. Trouble Shooting. General
Assembly. Control Panel. Fuel System. Cooling System. Marvel-Schebler Carburetor. Engine
Exterior Parts. Crankshaft And Piston Assembly. Camshaft And Valve Assembly. Welding
Generator. Generator Brush Holder. Exciter Brush Holder. Turn the engine or has been
effectively grounded. Code lists a number of alternate means of grounding inside the machine.
In some cases, it may be neces- electrical equipment. If an older portable welder does sary to

remove safety guards to perform required not have a grounding stud, connect the ground to an
maintenance. Remove guards only when necessary unpainted frame screw or bolt. If a problem
cannot be corrected by following battery from the welder by disconnecting the the instructions,
take the machine to the nearest negative cable first, then the positive cable and Lincoln Field
Service Shop. When reinstalling, connect the negative cable last. Protect yourself from particles
that may be thrown out by the rotating a Installing a new battery. Use correct polarity â€”
Negative Ground. Need Welding Training? Over 60, students have graduated. For details write:
Lincoln Welding School St. Cleveland, Ohio Leaving the doors open changes the designed air
flow When Lincoln equipment is shipped, title passes to the and can cause overheating.
Consequently, claims for material damaged in shipment must be Before starting the engine
everyday, check the fuel made by the purchaser against the transportation com- supply running
out of fuel may draw dirt into the fuel pany at time shipment is received. The National Electric
Code does not require this When hauling the welder between job sites, close the machine to be
grounded under normal operating cir- fuel feed valve on the sediment bowl by turning the
cumstances. Failure to turn the fuel off when traveling can cause carburetor flooding and
difficult Some state, local or other codes or unusual operating starting at the new job site. It is
recommended that you determine the The fan belt tends to loosen after about 40 hours of extent
to which such requirements may apply to your operation. Check and tighten, if necessary.
Check and particular situation and follow them explicitly. Keep the radiator cap tight and the
sys- ground for at least ten feet and having no insulated tem clean. Add sufficient anti-freeze in
cold weather. The National Electrical have an alternator rather than a DC generator in Code lists
a number of alternate means of grounding the engine electrical system. In these machines the
electrical equipment. If an older portable welder does negative battery cable is connected to
ground rather not have a grounding stud, connect the ground to an than the positive cable as
used in the generator unpainted frame screw or bolt. Engines equipped with starters are
furnished with dry charged batteries. Fill with the electrolyte supplied per For detailed
description of the idler operation, See IM- the instructions furnished with the welder. Use
caution Fill the radi- Frosting generally occurs when the humidity is high ator, gasoline tank and
air filter oil bath. To con- buretor feed valve on the sediment bowl by turning the nect the
de-icer, remove the molded rubber hose that handle from right to left. Run the engine between
the air filter inlet tube and the heater tube for five minutes before welding in order to check for
mounted on the engine manifold. This provides posi- any damage to the engine when in transit.
Stop and tive preheated air to the carburetor. Disconnect this hose for warm weather operation.
When required by local regulations, suitable Machine of Copper Electrode and Work Cables
spark arresters must be installed and properly main- Size in Duty 0 to to to tained. Contact the
engine manufacturer for specific recommendations. The current available is 8. Duty cycle is
based on a 10 furnish 1 kilowatt of power to operate power tools and minute period; thus, the
welder can be loaded at Rated lights. Drawing more power may damage the welder Output for 6
minutes out of every 10 minute period. To draw this power, hold the idler in full power position
with the latching pin. Open circuit panel. It requires no particular attention. T CU 60 XA MA. EP
SE. EN TO. DO NOT remove or nameplate as shown here. These values are the center of the
ranges replace these covers while the machine is running. Commutators require little attention.
A complete set of replacement brushes should be nameplate. All switches made after have a
kept on hand. Lincoln brushes have a curved face to fit spring-loaded cam which almost
eliminates the the commutator. Seat these brushes by lightly stoning the commutator 2. Current
control contacts should not be greased. After stoning, through its entire range frequently. Good
practice is blow out the dust with low-pressure air. Use care so hands, hair, clothing or 3. Drain
the crankcase oil every 50 hours of operation tools do not catch in the rotating parts. Protect
under average conditions. Drain and change the oil filter per instructions on the rotating
armature when stoning the commuta- the filter. It will require 5 quarts of oil to refill the sys- tor.
Arcing or excessive exciter brush wear indicates a pos- 5. Keep governor and carburetor
toggles and butterfly sible misaligned shaft. Have an authorized Field valve shaft clean and
lubricated. Service Shop check and realign the shaft. The oil cup should never be removed
while This welder is equipped with a double-shielded ball the engine is running. Put a drop of oil
on the current control shaft at least under normal service. Where the welder is used con- once
every month. A pad 8. Over- nance information. When greasing the bearings, keep all dirt out of
the area. Wipe the fittings completely clean and use clean equipment. More bearing failures are
caused by dirt introduced during greasing than from insufficient grease. Turn the engine off
before working inside the machine. Blow dirt out of the welder and controls with an air hose at
least once every two months â€” once every week in dirty locations. Use low air pressure to
avoid driving dirt into the insulation. Have a qualified electrician do the maintenance and trouble
shooting work. Brushes may be worn down to limit. This applies to both the main genera- loose

connection or broken wire. Wrong grade of brushes may have been Use Lincoln brushes. Field
rheostat may be making poor contact Inspect rheostat and clean and adjust finger ten- and
overheating. Field circuit of generator or exciter may be Check for open circuits in rheostat,
field leads, open. Flashing the exciter fields consists of passing cur- rent through the fields
using an external source of 6 to volts of DC power from a storage battery or a generator. If using
a DC generator, keep the generator turned off except when actually apply- ing the flashing
current. To flash the fields: 1. Turn the welder off and raise one exciter brush off the
commutator. On Lincoln welders, attach the positive lead from the DC source to the right hand
brush holder. Pull it away quickly to minimize arc- ing. Remove the leads from the brush holder,
replace the brush on the commutator, start the welding and generator voltage should build up.
Welding arc is loud and spatters Current setting may be too high. Try reversing polarity or try
an electrode of the opposite polarity. Welding current too great or too Exciter output low
causing low output com- Check exciter field circuit. Operating speed too low or high. Adjust
speed screw on governor for rpm operating speed for welding. Arc continuously pops out.
Selective Current control switch may be set at Set the switch at the center of the current range
an intermediate position. Check all lines to carburetor. Loosen choke cable screw and slack off
choke Lead attached to stud on outside of magneto wire. Check for ground and insulated lead.
Ignition switch shorted. Low oil pressure. Oil too light. Drain, refill with heavier grade. Oil too
low. Do not overfill. Defective oil gage. Lack of power. Carbon deposits, causing pre-ignition.
Run engine under full load for a short time. Incorrect timing. Time ignition. No water in radiator
or clogged cooling sys- Check throughout for dirty or broken hoses, tem. Late timing. Fan belt
too loose. Intake Exhaust F Poor grade of gasoline. Use at least 75 octane gasoline. Spark
advanced too far. Retime ignition. Governor and carburetor toggles and butterfly Clean and
lubricate. Replace toggles if worn. Dirty or chocked air filter. Remove and clean according to
instructions on unit. Governor spring adjusting screw misadjusted. Adjust screw just enough to
eliminate surge. Low Output. Operating speed is set too low. Large decrease in speed.
Misadjusted governor spring adjusting screw. If surge occurs, eliminate it with the control rod.
If high idle speed changes readjust the high idle speed screw. Unable to strike an arc. Idle
speed screw is misadjusted. Idle speed is set too low so idler fails to operate when arc is struck.
Adjust low idle speed screw for rpm. Engine runs irregularly. Carburetor set too lean. Adjust
carburetor adjusting screw so engine will run smoothly at idle speed. Engine fails to pick up
speed Check the idler, etc. It will be com- pletely disassembled and all electrical and mechanical
parts will be refurbished or replaced as needed. A new welder guarantee is issued with each
remanufactured machine. Contact your Lincoln office for details. Parts List PC No. Parts List
PD. Parts List PF No. Item No. Parts List No. Parts List PG No. CAUTION: If replacing the ground
lead Item 35 for machines built to code or higher, be certain to use the standard Lincoln part or
else install a separate electrical ground connection between the engine block and machine
base. Parts List PH No. It is negative â€” on machines with an alternator Item Parts List PJ No.
Parts List PK No. Parts List PL No. The cost is less than a normal rewinding job. The service
shop will ship the removed part to the factory for inspection. If it can be rebuilt, a credit will be
issued to the shop. They, in turn, will pass this credit to you, thus further reducing the net cost
of the repair. All exchange parts carry the same one year guarantee as new welders. For more
information, contact your local Lincoln autho- rized Field Service Shop. Parts List PM No. July,
View Safety Info. Consequently, Lincoln arc welding equipment is designed and built claims for
material damaged in shipment must be with safety in mind. However, your overall safety can
made by the purchaser against the transportation com- be increased by proper installation.
Engine Operation. Welder Operating Instructions. Polarity Control. Duty Cycle. Pipe Thawing.
Routine Service. Control Panel And Output Studs. Engine Fuel And Oil Filter. Engine Electrical
System. When reinstalling, connect the neg- ative cable last. In some cases, it may be neces- a
Installing a new battery. Remove guards only when necessary and replace them when the
maintenance requiring Use correct polarity â€” Negative Ground. S Do not attempt to override
the governor or idler by pushing on the throttle control rods while the engine is running. If a
problem cannot be corrected by following the instructions, take the machine to the nearest
Lincoln Field Service Shop. Protect yourself from particles that may be thrown out by the
rotating armature when stoning the commutator. Refer to the parts list for the replacement item
number. LATION be connected with a 8 or larger copper wire to a solid earth ground such as a
metal pipe going into the The National Electrical Code does not require ground for at least ten
feet and having no insulated this machine to be grounded under normal operating joints, or to
the metal framework of a building which circumstances. The National Electrical Some state,
local or other codes or unusual operating Code lists a number of alternate means of grounding
circumstances may require the machine frame to be electrical equipment. If an older portable
welder does grounded. It is recommended that you determine the not have a grounding stud,

connect the ground to an extent to which such requirements may apply to your unpainted frame
screw or bolt. Exhaust Spark Arrester goes off, stop the engine immediately. Locate and correct the cause of low oil pressure see Page 5 before Some federal, state or local laws may
require that Return to Section TOC. Leaving the where unarrested sparks may present a fire
hazard. When required by local regulations, suitable tank to minimize moisture condensation in
the tank. Check the crankcase oil, radiator and battery damage of the engine or its performance.
Contact the water levels. When hauling the welder between job sites, close the WARNING:
Operate internal combustion engines in fuel feed valve on the sediment bowl by turning the
open, well-ventilated areas or vent engine exhaust handle from left to right. Failure to turn the
fuel off when fumes outdoors. Check and and damage eyes. Fill the radiator, gasoline tank and
air filter oil bath. Put on the welder control panel. If the green oil pressure light does not light 1.
Run the engine for 5 minutes governor. Stop the engine and check the oil level. If the oil level is
down, fill to the 2. When welding or drawing power for lights or tools approximately watts
minimum Return to Section TOC. Allow it to run at high idle speed for nameplate, the engine
operates at full speed. Cold engines tend to run at a speed too slow to supply the voltage b.
When welding ceases or the power load is required for proper idler operation. This time delay
cannot be Running the engine with proper oil pressure lights a adjusted. If this light flickers or.
To con- nect the de-icer, remove the molded rubber hose that The SAF is equipped with a
pressure radiator. This provides posi- vent clogging the passage and overheating the engine.
When antifreeze is needed, always use the permanent type. ST TE With the engine off, connect
the electrode and work. Positive polarity, connect the electrode cable to the ter-. This will
furnish 1. Welders prior range. To get this characteristic, set exciter armature. For example: to
iliary power receptacle. The above technique for obtain- capacity to be rated amps at 40 volts.
Duty Cycle ing a higher open circuit voltage will minimize this. Do not use a welder to thaw pipe
before reviewing. In some cases it may be necessary to remove safety guards to per- form
required maintenance. Remove guards only when necessary and replace them when the maintenance requiring their removal is complete. Use low air pressure to removing the commutator
covers. DO NOT remove or avoid driving dirt into the insulation. However, if they greased. To
keep the contacts clean rotate the cur- are black or appear uneven, clean while running with
rent control through its entire range frequently. A complete set of replacement brushes should
be 3. Drain the crankcase oil every 50 hours of operation kept on hand. Lincoln brushes have a
curved face to fit under average conditions. Seat these brushes by lightly stoning the
commutator as the armature rotates at full speed 4. Drain and change the oil filter per
instructions on until contact is made across the full face of the brush- the filter. It will require 5
quarts of oil to refill the sys- es. After stoning, blow out the dust with low pressure tem when the
filter is changed. Use care so hands, hair, clothing or ed dirt and water. Replace the fuel filter at
the car- tools do not catch in the rotating parts. Protect buretor as needed. In an emergency, the
fuel filter yourself from particles that may be thrown out by can be back flushed for continued
use until a the rotating armature when stoning the commuta- replacement can be obtained.
Keep governor and carburetor toggles and butterfly Arcing or excessive exciter brush wear
indicates a pos- valve shaft clean and lubricated. Have an authorized Field Service 7. Inspect air
filter oil bath type daily â€” more often Shop check and realign the shaft. Clean and fill with oil
to Bearings bead. The oil cup should never be removed while the engine is running. This welder
is equipped with a double-shielded ball bearing having sufficient grease to last indefinitely 8.
Periodically service the battery and check the water under normal service. Where the welder is
used con- level per instructions shipped with the welder. When stantly or in excessively dirty
locations, it may be nec- reconnecting the battery, be certain the cables are essary to add
on-half ounce of grease per year. A pad clear of the fan, pulley and belt. Over- with the welder
for more complete engine mainte- greasing is far worse than insufficient greasing. When
greasing the bearings, keep all dirt out of the Commutator and Brushes area. More bearing
failures are caused by dirt The generator brushes are properly adjusted when the introduced
during greasing than from insufficient welder is shipped. They require no particular attention. In
some cases it may be necessary to remove safety guards to perform required maintenance.
Inspect and clean the rheostat. Field rheostat may be making poor contact and overheating.
Field circuit of generator or exciter may be Check for open circuits in rheostat, field leads, and
open. Flash exciter fields. Adjust speed screw on governor for rpm the dial. Current Range
Selector switch may be set at Set the switch at the center of the current range an intermediate
position. Clogged fuel System. Lead attached to stud on outside of magneto is Check for
ground and insulate lead. Distributor or Magneto points are pitted and Dress or replace points
and adjust to 0. Ignition switch shorted or open. Light not lit Oil too light. Drain, refill with
proper grade. Do not over- fill. Defective oil pressure switch or light. Adjust valve tappets cold
settings. Dirty air filter. Large decreases in speed. Engine fails to pick up speed Check the idler.

If using a DC Remove the lead from the right hand brush holder, replace the generator, keep the
generator turned off except when actual- brush on the commutator, start the welder and the
generator ly applying the flashing current. To flash the fields: voltage should build up. Turn the
welder off. Raise one exciter brush off the commu- tator. It will be completely disassembled and
all electri- cal and mechanical parts will be refurbished or replaced as needed. Parts List PD No.
Parts List PE No. Continental parts distributor using these parts descrip- tions and the engine
nameplate data. For fastest service, order engine parts from an area Continental parts
distributor using these parts descrip- tions and the engine nameplate data. S K No. Clair
Cleveland, Ohio Give the following information: The indented items may be ordered separately.
If the entire assembly is needed, do not order the indented a From the nameplate â€” machine
model, code and parts. E D The Seller shall not be liable for any consequential. D new
equipment except engines and accessories there- damages in case of any failure????? E of
against defects in workmanship and material for a warranty. The liability if the Seller??? C
period of one year from date of shipment, provided the said equipment??? E under normal
conditions. Engines and engine acces- correcting defects in the equipment or replaceing. P
sories are warranted free from defects for a period of defective electrode?? U S1 ninety days
from the date of shipment. Upon the???? S shall???. If the Buyer gives the Seller written notice
of any. Y defects in equipment or electrode of flux within any The??? There are no guarantees
or. N M the existence of such defects, than the Seller shall cor- warranties with respect to
engines, accessories, equip-. A E I rect the defect or defects at its option, either by repair ment,
electrodes or??? R E designated by the Seller. The remedy provided Buyer including without
limitations??? A sive. March, Carburetor Carburetor Carburetor Qty. Item Per Part Name Carb. S
36 1 Float C C C Jet Fibre T T T 67 1! Jet Passage C C C 69 1! May, Item Qty. E 16 1 Screw, L. E
22 1 Spring, Throttle Stop Screw U 24 1 Spring, Choke Valve Flapper Y 26 1 Valve Assembly
Choke T W 27 1 SwivelChoke Lever N M 28 1 Clip, Choke Bracket A I 29 1 Bracket Choke A 33 1
Needle, Idle Adjusting January, Per Carb. D 36 1 Float C C C 39 1 Jet, Discharge C C S 56 1
Lever, Clip C C November, View Safety Info. Lincoln Electric Co. Specifications and View Safety
Info. Inexperienced workmen can do more speed for welding. When the arc is broken the harm
than good in attempting to make many of governor keeps the engine operating at high idle
these adjustments. If in doubt, call the nearest speed until the idler takes over to reduce the
Lincoln authorized Field Service Shop. The engine fuel control system consists of these NOTE:
For air cooled engine carburetor and gov- major parts â€” carburetor, governor and idler. For
the engine to low idle speed when no welding is idler adjustments, see pages 7 and 8. Idle
Speed Screw. Idle Jet Adjusting Screw. Throttle Control Lever. Control Rod. Speed Control
Screw. Sensitivity Adjustment. Hoof Governor Sensitivity Adjustment. Pierce Governor
Sensitivity Adjustment. Bumper Spring Screw Adjustment. Engine Starting. Idler Operation.
Time Adjustment. Idler Maintenance. Assembly And Disassembly. Idler Parts. If a problem
cannot be corrected by following tery from the welder by disconnecting the neg- the
instructions, take the machine to the nearest ative cable first, then the positive cable and batLincoln Field Service Shop. If possible, turn the engine off and disconnect the bat- tery before
working inside the machine. See operating manual parts list. Engines on Lincoln welders are
timed in the same gen- To check the direction of rotation, remove the magneto eral manner as
all other gasoline engines. When timing or distributor cover, crank the engine and note the the
engines use 1 cylinder nearest to fan. Timing direction of rotation. Harvester engines should be.
Firing sequence for four cylinder engines is Engine Mark Comments 1 â€” 3 â€” 4 â€” 2. The
carburetor idle speed screw A and idle jet adjust- idler in the low idle position. Turn the idle jet
adjusting ing screw B should be adjusted periodically for screw B clockwise until the engine
begins to falter smooth operation and fuel economy. These instruc- and roll from richness. Then
turn the adjusting screw tions cover both Zenith and Marvel Schebler carbure- out or
counterclockwise until the engine runs smooth- tors. This can best be done by using a
tachometer to locate the setting at which the engine runs at highest NOTE: Although the
arrangement of the parts for speed. Turn the screw clockwise to increase the low idle speed.
Turn it counterclockwise to decrease the low idle speed. Check the lever and screw for
tightness. If they are tight, leave them alone. If they are loose or if you suspect the lever has
slipped in its position on the shaft, loosen the control lever screw and reset the lever so angle A
equals angle B in Figure 4. Check the yoke and screw for tight- IDLE ness. Loosen the yoke
screw. Tighten the yoke screw. Loosen the lockout M. Screw the factory and should require no
field adjusting. When the toggle out or into the rod to obtain the proper rod engine is stopped,
the stop on the idle speed screw length. These instructions are given for injure. Loosen the
locknut and turn The governor is set and locked for proper performance the screw in clockwise
to increase the high idle under actual welding conditions at the factory. Poor speed. Turn the
screw out counterclockwise to engine performance, including surging, can be caused decrease

the high idle speed. After making the adjust- by bad spark plugs, misadjusted carburetor, dirty
air fil- ment, tighten the locknut. Therefore make the follow- As the engine becomes worn, it
begins to lose power. Check the Troubleshooting section in the engine normal. Check the
carburetor adjustments. Doing this increases the high idle speed above normal. Be sure the
locknuts on the control rod and on the the excited output voltage can cause serious damage
governor and carburetor adjustment screws are to the excited output circuit. If full rated output
is tight. The pin The governor sensitivity adjustment has two purposes: has serrated teeth V ,
which engage a tooth rack W 1 to control speed fluctuations surge at idle and load in the
throttle lever slot. The governor spring tension speeds, and 2 to control speed drop from high
idle to maintains contact between the pin teeth and rack teeth load speed. Specific instructions
for the method of at all times. To change the sensitivity adjustment, loosen the nut X holding the
pin, and turn the pin with a screwdriver. CAUTION: Never use the sensitivity adjustment to The
pin teeth operate with the rack teeth as a gear sys- eliminate surge which is present at load
speed but not tem. Turning the pin down or away from the throttle at high and low idle speeds.
This type surge is almost lever pivot point Y reduces surge but increases never caused by
governor misadjustment. Turning the pin up or toward the pivot Changing the sensitivity
adjustment in one direction point Y increases surge but decreases speed drop. Changing it in
the other direction reduces the speed drop but U V increases the surge. Adjust the sensitivity
adjustment just far enough to eliminate the entire surge. The surge screw P is the sensitivspeeds. If it surges more often, the number of surges ity adjustment on the Pierce governor. To
change this can usually be reduced by adjusting the sensitivity adjustment, loosen one locknut
Q and tighten the adjustment in the direction for less surging. This adjust- other. This changes
the position of the surge screw. Moving the screw up or to The normal speed drop from high
idle to low idle speed the left increases surge but reduces the speed drop. The speed drop is
usually increased too much when surge is eliminated. If the speed Pierce governor equipped
with a bumper screw. The drop is less than the limit, there is no harm done so only purpose of
this screw is to control surging as the long as the engine does not surge. Readjust the speed
engine goes from load to high idle speed after the arc adjustment screw after completing this
adjustment. To adjust the bumper spring screw, loosen the locknut and turn the screw out
counterclockwise When the engine surges, the generator output varies. This can be detrimental
to arc characteristics. If the Strike and break the arc to check the surging. Repeat speed drop is
excessive, the load speed is low and the this operation until the surging is at a minimum. Never
generator output is reduced. In adjusting the governor turn the bumper spring screw in more
than just enough on a worn engine, you must balance the importance of to correct surging. If
you cannot obtain the proper adjustment, engine repair may be necessary. Engines can also be
started with the idler held in full speed position by the Refer to Figure 8. The governor springs R
are latching pin. Up to Code SAF models with electric starters built after May above code have
an electronic idler. See IM for idler and engine adjusting instruc- tions. The needle valve spring
7 pushes the valve off its seat allowing air to enter the diaphragm chamber. General Operation:
4. The throttle on the carburetor is connected to the throttle to the full speed position set by the
gover- idler diaphragm assembly Item 2 by a rigid rod. The diaphragm assembly is operated by
the engine After Weld is Completed: intake manifold vacuum. The diaphragm vacuum is
controlled by a spring-loaded valve 6. The solenoid coil is de-energized allowing the plunger to
rise. The plunger spring 9 overcomes 3. The needle valve is operated by a spring-loaded the
needle valve spring and closes the valve. Air is exhausted from the diaphragm chamber by 4.
The solenoid is connected to the welding generator the engine manifold vacuum pulling the
diaphragm, circuit. Coil Max. Coil Assem. The needle valve is closed so air is exhausted from
SA. Voltage energizes the solenoid coil. The plunger 8 is pulled down into the coil. Valve 6 and
A time delay feature prevents the idler from slowing the valve spring 7 may then be removed.
Care should be engine speed when the arc is momentarily broken. The taken to avoid loss due
to their small size. Remove the recommended time delay is 8 to 12 seconds to allow valve seat
with a screwdriver and the petcock 11 with enough time to change rods without slowing the a
wrench. To adjust: In reassembly of the idler, be sure all connections are 1. Time delay is
controlled by a petcock adjustment. Check to see that the large tapered sole- Turning the
petcock 11 clockwise compresses a noid armature spring is positioned with the wide end felt
inside the petcock lengthening the time it takes next to the solenoid coil. Center the head of the
sole- to exhaust air from the diaphragm chamber and noid armature upon the valve and tighten
the solenoid move the idler to idle position. NOTE: Occasional cleaning or replacement of felt
will improve idler operation. After reassembly adjust the solenoid plunger travel using the long
screw 27 on the top of the idler. Lift the 2. Turning the petcock counterclockwise shortens the
edge of the rubber dust cap and insert a feeler gauge time it takes to exhaust air from the
diaphragm between the armature and the valve stem. Recommended clearance is. After

adjusting the petcock, tighten the sealing nut ing screw 27 , tighten the locknuts. Be sure the
rubber just snug enough to prevent leaking. Do not reduce the delay to less than 8 seconds
because this may prevent the engine from coming to full speed when welding. If the following
steps do not correct the difficulty, see the Troubleshooting Section. If it is set too slow, readjust
the carburetor idle speed adjusting screw. Try connect- ing the carburetor de-icer hose to
eliminate idle speed variations. On welders with Continental F and Hercules G engines and
serial numbers higher than A- , a ball check valve is installed in the air line at the manifold. It is
also included with replacement idlers for these engines. At the time of engine servicing, remove
this valve for inspection and cleaning with any Return to Section TOC. Give the Item No. Also
give the Model Name and Code No. All Authorized the welder nameplate. Field Service Shops
and branch offices can quote cur- Kits are available for many models of Lincoln welders rent
prices for replacement parts. When ordering, give the full welder nameplate data and current
rating to ensure getting an idler with a coil of the proper voltage rating. See Operating Manual
Parts List. Carburetor may be set too lean. Adjust the carburetor per instructions in this manual.
Engine surging. Poor engine operation. Spark plugs may be bad. Check and replace if
necessary. Air filter may be dirty. Check and clean if necessary. Control rod length may be
wrong. Check and adjust per instructions in this manual. Governor may be misadjusted. Adjust
the governor per instructions in this manual. Low output. High idle speed may be too slow.
Adjust the governor for the proper high idle speed per instructions in this manual. Large
decrease in speed when the arc is a. Adjust the governor per instructions in this struck. Idler
does not slow the engine in less than a. There may be a leak in the vacuum sys- a. Check for
cracked or leaky vacuum line, 12 seconds. Needle valve may not be sealing. Check for dirt in the
valve. Make sure the core spring 9 is not missing. Felt in petcock may be dirty. Replace felt.
Spacer 12 may be missing. If removable bronze disc in older idlers is missing, residual
magnetism will hold the core and cap assembly down. Ins
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ert part T Engine does not pick up speed when the arc a. If solenoid pulls in, needle valve may
be a. Be sure Spring 7 is in the valve and not is struck. See if solenoid is pulling in by lift- stuck
closed. Be sure rub- b. If there is no voltage on the coil, there may b. Correct any poor
connections. Check solenoid coil voltage Table c. If voltage on the coil is too low, idle speed on
page 8. Replace coil if necessary. If there is no voltage on the coil but it is not e. Gap should be.
Adjust with pulling in, coil may be burned out. If there is voltage on the coil but it is not pulling
in,air gap may be excessive. Check by lifting rubber seal and inserting feeler gauge. Engine
stalls when throttle is snapped a. Engine may not be warmed up. May have a. Warm up the
engine. Check and adjust open. E D This warranty is void if Lincoln finds that the equipment. E
ation. You must bear??? U the original purchaser and are as follows:. N M Semiautomatic Wire
feeders such as loss of business, etc.

